
B le ss i n g  o f  Su h o o r  
T r i v i a  C a r d s  I n s t r u c t i o n s

Materials:
3-4 sheets of cardstock paper. Choose nice color.
3 sheets of labels (optional) (Avery® 6873 Shipping labels --2x3.75)
3 sheets of regular printer paper (optional)

Instructions:
Choose 3 sheets of carstock if you want to print out question cards with answers written on the same 
side as the question.
Choose 4 sheets if you want the question/answer cards plus the word bank card.
Choose 6 sheets if you want to print out separate answer and question cards.
Choose 7 sheets if you want separate question/answer cards plus the word bank cards.

Instructions for Word Bank:
Print word bank (for younger students); Explain meaning of any words yournger kids dont know
To make the word bank sheet stand up, cut and fold the Word Bank sheet using the instructions on the 
bottom of sheet.

Instructions Trivia cards with Q&A on Same Card:
Print answer cards on cardstock paper.
Print back of answer cards: Turn upside down (words facing you but upside down. Next, turn printed 
answer sheet over (blank side facing you), put back into printer. print. design sheet.

Instructions Trivia cards with Q&A on Different Cards:
print question cards (3 sheets)
print answer cards (3 sheets) printed on label paper, or print on regular copy paper (see below).

Instructions to Put Answers on back of cards:
Print answer sheet on labels (Avery® 6873 Shipping labels --2x3.75. Peel and stick on the back side of 
matching card

If you do not have labels, then print answer sheet on copy paper, cut out answers, glue onto back of 
matching card

Other Options:
Use with a board game to go along w/it....see website
Play jeopardy by saying answer in the form of a question
if not in question form, then no points. Will need Jeopardy Sheet.
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Instructions Board Game:

Materials:
Game Board
Game Board Tokens 

Tokens:
They can be made from almost anything, macarroni with player initials written on them with a 
permanent market, M&Ms, Skittles, flat-botom marbles, buttons, etc. Or use the Game Pieces printable.

Suggestions for use:  To play most of the games listed below players will need tokens, die, and 
question cards.  Questions read orally by the teacher can be used to replace the question cards.  The 
basic premise for using the games listed below is as follows:

1. Assign each player a number. Write number on a straw, small piece of paper, or popscicle stick. 
Someone picks one stick/straw at a time to determine who goes first, second, and so on.

2. Player is then given a question either orally or from printed card.
3. Player does not move until he answers the question correctly on the game card drawn. 

If using Card Set A (one set of cards), the player answers and then turns card over to see if he gave the 
correct answer.

If using Card Set B (two sets of cards) the player answers the card and the game board host finds the 
matching card.

Card Set A
Place cards face down on the deck. Any person who is not the current player picks up and reads the 
question to the player. 
If the player gets it wrong, he does not move ahead. If he gets it right, he moves ahead.

Card Set B
Requires and extra person to be the game board host.
Place cards with the question face down on the deck. Current player draws one card and tries to answer.
The game board host sifts thru the answer cards to find the matching answer card.
Player moves ahead one space if correct.
Player does not move ahead one space if incorrect.
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